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A Common Fixed Point Theorem
for a Sequence of Multivalued Mappings
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§ 1.

introduction

Recently, fixed point theorems for multivalued contraction mappings
in metric spaces were obtained by many authors ( [5] , [2] , [7] , [1] , [4] ,
[6] , etc) .

On the other hand, Dube [3] proved a theorem on common

fixed points of two multivalued mappings.
In this paper, we shall give a common fixed point theorem for a
sequence of multivalued mappings satisfying some conditions in complete
metric spaces.

In our theorem, we shall obtain an extension of the re-

sult of Itoh [4] to the case of a sequence of multivalued mappings.
§ 2o

Preliminaries

Let (X9 d) be a metric space.
D(x, A) = ini{d(x, y) : y^ A}.

For any x^X

and AdX, we define

Let CB(X) denote the family of all non-

empty closed bounded subsets of X.

For A, B^CB(X),

let H(A, B)

denote the distance between A and B in the Hausdorff metric induced by
d on CB(X).

The following lemmas are direct consequences of defini-

tion of Hausdorff metric.
Lemma 1.

If A, B^CB(X)

and x^A,

then D(x, B)<^H(A, B) .

Lemma 2,

For any xE^X,

A,B<=CB(X),

\D(x, A) -D(x, B) \<^H(A< B) .
Lemma 3.

Let A, B^CB(X)

and k^ (1, oo) be given. Then for
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a^A, there exists b^B

such that d(a, b) <^kH(A, B) .

(X, d) is said to be metrically convex if for any x, y£iX with x
^y, there exists an element z<^X, x=£z=^y, such that
d(x,z)+d(z,y)=d(x,y).
In Assad and Kirk [1], the following is noted.
Lemma 4.

If K is a nonempty closed subset of the complete and

metrically convex metric space (X, d) , then for any x^K9 y&K, there
exists z^dK (the boundary of K) such that

d (x, z) + d(z, y) = d (x, v) .

§ 3.

A Common Fixed Point Theorem

The following is a common fixed point theorem for a sequence of
multivalued mappings Tn: K->CB(X)

when K is a nonempty closed sub-

set of a complete metrically convex metric space X.
Theorem.

Let

(X, d)

be a complete and

metrically convex

metric space and K be a nonempty closed subset of X.

Let Tn (n = 1,

2, • • • ) be a sequence

into

of multivalued mappings

of K

CB(X).

Suppose that there are nonnegative real numbers a, /?, T with
(tt + 3) (/9-fr)<l sitch that

for all x,y^K and for all i,j~ 1, 2, • • • . If Tn(x) dK for each x
^QK and each n — \, 2, • • - , then the sequence Tn

(n — I,2, •••) has a

common fixed point in K.

Proof.
Tj (.TO) ^K.

Since X is metrically convex, there exists x^K
=

an

such that

If a = P = Y Q, 7 ^^Tl(xQ) is a common fixed point.

In

fact, for w = 2,3, • • - , H (T, (XQ) , Tn(z) ) =0 and then seT n (s), « = 2, 3, • • - .
Since PI(T, (z) , Tz (~) ) - 0, we have z e Tl (z) .

So we assume that
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Since a + (a-f 3) (& + r ) < l , there exists £>1 such that

(1 + k(3±kri(ka + kl3 + kr)/(l-kl3-kr)2<l.

We choose sequences {.rn} in

K and {;yn} in the following way. Let xl — y1 e Tl (x0) .
there exists y2 e T2 (jrO such that
y2 €= ^

let .r2 = v2.

d(y^yz)^kH(Tl(xQ)

By Lemma 3,
,T2(xl)) . If

If y2 $ K, choose an element xz GE 9-&T such that

^(^i, x2) -\-d(x2t y2) — ^(^i, V2) by Lemma 4.

By introduction we can

obtain sequences {.rn}, {yn} such that for n~ 1,2, • • • ,
(a)

y^jeT^.fe),

(b) rfCvB, yn M) ^*H(Tn fe-0 , Tn. , (xn) ) ,
where
an(

(c)

if yn+1^K, then ^ n 4i = y n -ri»

(d)

if ynrl&K, then xn+1^dK and

We shall estimate the distance d(xn,xn+l}

-l

for nl>2.

There arise three

cases.
(i)

The case that xn=yri and xn^l = yn-rl.

We have

+ kr{D (xn^ T nTl (xn) )

Hence

and

7/

N ^ ka + kB + ^r
< -

(ii)

'

The case that :cr, = yn and jc^+^v^j

le

d(xn, xn .0 ^^fe, v77 M) = rf(yfl, yn+1) .
As in the case (i) , we have

By (d) we obtain that
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thus

L/Q

(iii)
holds.

Z,

The case that xn^yn and xn+1 = yn+1.

In this case xn-1

We have
d(xn> xn+1) <^d(xn, yn)
= d(xn9 yn) 4- rf (yn, yn-i) -

From (b) it follows that

+ kr{D (xn_l9 Tn+1 (xn) ) + D (xn, Tn (*„_,)

Hence we obtain
d (xn, xn+l} ^ (1 + kf) d (xnj yn) + (ka + kf) d (xn-l9 xn)

n-l9yn)

-f

which implies

i— ^/3— kr
Since ^n-i = yn-i

an

d xn-=^yn, it follows from (ii) that

Thus it follows that for every

,

-,

«^2,

.^

a r(xny xnJrl) ^

The case that xn=r=yn and xn-l=/=y1^l does not occur. Since
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we proved the following; for
d(xn_hxn\

or

pd (xn-29 xn_-d ,
where p= (l+kff + kf) (ka + k$ + kr)/ (1-&/3 -kj}\

Put

(J=p~l/z max{<^(.r0, x^ , d(x^ xz) },
then by induction we can show that

It follows that for any

This implies that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence.

Since X is complete and

K is closed, {xn} converges to some point zt=K.

From the definition

of {xn} , there exists a subsequence {xn.} of {.2^} such that x7li=yni
(; = 1,2, • • • ) •

Then for ;? = !, 2, • • • , we have

7) (.rBI, Tn (=•) ) ^

Thus
D (xni, Tn (Z) ) <

W C-i-,.-i, -r.,) + d (z,
1 —P — J

Therefore, D(xn., Tn (z)) —>0 as f— >CXD.
<Ld(xni, z) -f D(xn., Tn(z)}
D(s, T B (z)) =0.
/z = l,2, • • • .

and

the

By the inequality Z) (s, Tw (s) )
above

result,

it

follows that

Since Tw(s) is closed, this implies that

z^Tn(z),
Q.E.D.
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Remark. If tf, & r^>0, then a + (a 4-3) (#+r)<l if and only if
(l + /3 + r) (<z + /3+r)/(l —/?— r) 2 <l.
Hence putting Tn = T for n =
1, 2, ••• in our theorem, we obtain the result of Itoh [4].
Since every Banach space is metrically convex, we have the following
corollary for singlevalued mappings.
Corollary,, Let E be a Banach space and K be a nonempty 'closed
subset of E. Let fn (;? = !, 2, •••) a sequence of singlevalued mappings
of K into E. Suppose that there are nonnegative real numbers a, ft,
T -with a-\- (a+ 3) (/?+r)<l such that

||/,(*) -/,(y) \\<,a\\x-y\\ +0{\x-ft(x) i| + \\y-f,(y) III
for all xyy^K and for all ij = l, 2, •••. If fn(dK) dK for each n
= 1,2, "•, then there exists an unique common fixed point
We conclude this paper by stating an open problem whether our
theorem holds when nonnegative real numbers ex., /?, 7 satisfy ct-{- 2/9 + 27"
<1 instead of a+ (tf + 3) (/9+r)<l.
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